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Introduction
This is the introduction, including what #123GP is, the project, team and client 
research.



#123GP is a mental health activist group 
within PPR. Their overall goal is to help 
equip GP’s with mental health expertise 
to support the ever increasing need in 
the community. The campaign calls on 

The Health And Social Care Board within 
Northern Ireland to encourage GP’s 

to access the funds for mental health 
counselling.

The campaigns three main objectives 
which could improve mental health 
care in GPs were to, one, increase 
funding. 100% of GP practices to draw 
down available Health and Social 
Care Board funding for counselling. 
Second, all trainee GPs to undertake 
community based mental health 
placements.

All practicing GPs to undergo 
mandatory professional mental 
health training. And finally, available 
expertise. Professionals with mental 
health expertise such as mental 
health social workers or CPNs to be 
based in GP practices and to work 
as part of the primary care team.

The project

When we first agreed to this project we saw the 
description of what was expected. The description 
said - #123GP is a social media campaign to help 
equip GPs with mental health expertise to support 
the ever increasing need in the community. The 
campaign calls on the Health and Social Care Board 
to properly fund counselling in GP practices. Help 
develop a range of infographic, motion graphics and 
potential videos to raise the profile of the campaign.

The team

We had a team of three people, which consists of 
myself, Matthew Eccles and Sorcha McVeigh. We 
also gained the help from Claire Munroe and Adrian 
Hickey. Claire is the community engagement officer 
within the University of Ulster. Adrian is our module 
co-ordinator and course director.

Client research

#123GP was founded to equip GPs with mental health 
expertise. The campaign uses the social media 
platform Twitter mainly to inform and promote the 
cause to supporters and followers like myself. It is on 
this platform where our work will be used to create 
more awareness using the interviews and motion 
graphics alongside our rebranding of the campaign.



Project
 Proposal

This is the project proposal, including our brief, how we communicated, 
research on other logos and videos and our production schedule.

Brief

Project Outlines

As a group we will aim to increase the overall awareness and need for mental health 
care in GP’s by carrying out research on other successful campaigns, introducing 
our findings to the #123GPcampaign. We will create a motion graphic, promotional 
campaign video and to create a new visual identity.

Motion Graphic

We plan to create a short 
yet informative motion 
graphic to increase the 
awareness of the campaign 
targeting mainly The Health 
And Social Care Board and 
also the general public. 
The motion graphic will 
act as an educational and 
informative video for the 
general public. We will 
make this video 60 –90 
seconds to keep it concise 
yet still reinforce the overall 
message of the campaign. 
Statistics will be the key 
facts in the creation of this 
project. The motion graphic 
will display each county 
within Northern Ireland, 
showcasing how many 
practices offer the service. 
We will showcase this 
through visual storyboards 
in the pitch meeting.

Promotional Campaign 
Video

We will create a 
promotional video for 

the campaign which will 
include footage from an 
upcoming event set up 
by the organisation. We 
will interview people at 

the event who have been 
directly effected by the 
issue of mental health. 
The video will reinforce 

the overall message to the 
board, showcasing real 

people who are effected. 
Storyboards will be 

created to show on how 
we visualise the style of the 

promotional video.

Visual Identity 

The visual identity of  
#123GP will be modernised 

and re-vamped. Each 
member in the group will 
come up with new ideas 

for the visual identity and 
will be presented to the 

client. This visual identity 
will then be used on 

any promotional leaflets 
or media in the future 

to make the campaign 
look consistent and 

professional.



Communication – Basecamp

When the semester commenced, in week 1 our lecturer Adrian Hickey 
introduced us to an industry standard site named Basecamp. This is an 
online service which allows creatives like ourselves to upload and share 
group projects.

The online service operated as a portal which made communication 
throughout the process easier , with the options of creating a to-do list, 
upload creations and communicate through comments. All the content 
on Basecamp is downloadable, meaning if my group members required 
a piece of my work, they could simply download the file.

I downloaded the Basecamp application to my iPhone and switched on 
the notifications for it, meaning whenever activity was occurring in the 
project, I could communicate and view each file on the go, as well as 
track the to-do list so deadlines are met.

Communication – OFFICE 365

The Microsoft Office 365 portal was also used throughout the process 
as it allowed us to communicate through email, but also boasted the 
benefits of also having OneDrive. I used this service throughout as it 

allowed me to store and share files with my group members.

Through email was the primary form of communication for us with 
our client Sara Boyce, The representative from PPR and the #123GP 

campaign who we were in direct contact with. 

Using Office 365 allowed me to attach finished work to my OneDrive, 
where I could send them to my other group members in a slick and 

seamless motion from the click of a button.



Colour Palette
After recreating the logo for the #123GP campaign, we used 3 colours 
from the PPR logo to form the main palette for the new #123GP colour 
scheme, which can be seen below. Using these 3 colours throughout 
the process was a key aspect for myself as I wanted to create a tone 
and replicate each throughout.

We found that subtly including each throughout, for example colouring 
key words from the motion graphic, to digital mock-ups, evenly 
spreading each colour throughout each piece of work we complete. 

We also used a darker pink colour for the #123GP title, this colour was 
also incorporated in places throughout the project and we found that 
using our 3 primary colours from the logo along with the darker pink 
created a palette that was rejuvenating, colourful and aesthetically 
pleasing.

To the left we have the old #123GP logo, the concept 
was designed to replicate that of a roulette wheel to 
imitate how long it takes to wait for an appointment, 
to spin the wheel and gamble how long a person 
may wait. The inclusion of ‘getting a GP appointment’ 
forms a circular formation on the inside of the logo 
around a 5-point star, as a group we decided that we 
should redesign/update the logo for the campaign. 
We set the task to research other logos related to 
mental health campaigns and organisations and de-
sign 3 of our own to pitch to Sara Boyce.

Logo and motion graphic research

After discovering this logo, it appealed to me as I 
thought the hand shapes holding the heart with what 
seems to be people inside the heart works well with 
the theme of mental health. The logo uses a 3-piece 
colour scheme of green, salmon pink and blue, I feel 
the colours complement each other well with the white 
background which forms the shapes of the hands and 
people inside the heart. This logo has similarities to
 the original #123GP logo and I believe 
incorporating a simple colour scheme 
and shape design into a logo similar 
to this would result in a relevant, high 
quality logo fit for the purpose of the
campaign would coincide 
well with the overall message 
we are trying to promote.



This logo really appealed to me once I found 
the design, I immediately thought the artwork of 
presenting a brain like a tree would work very well for 
our design. With mental health campaigns I believe a 
design like this, using a brain would be very fitting and 
can look very professional and relevant. However, if 
I was to design a logo similar, I wouldn’t include the 
person on the swing, I would experiment with #123GP 
to place it somewhere around/below the tree. I believe 
a fresh colour scheme would coincide well with the 
#123GP campaign colours.

After discovering this design, I was immediately drawn 
to the use of gear cogs inside the head, which to 
me, represents the workings of a brain, the different 
cogs represent the different aspects of the brain, and 
the spanner represents maintenance to the cogs, 
replicating the process of someone accessing help 
through a GP/doctor/councillor. The colour scheme 
is simple with the use of one blue shade, and white 
to form the cogs and spanners, if I was to redesign 
a similar logo, I would include the campaign colours 
through different cogs, along with incorporating the 
#123GP title with the spanner. Overall, I believe I will 
use aspects of this logo for my own design, such as 
the gear cogs representing the brain, which would 
result in a relevant, smart and aesthetically pleasing 
logo design.

This logo design is different to the others in 
aesthetics and theme, however including an 
out of the box design like this, which uses a 
vivid colour scheme and a simple formation 
of shapes. The use of overlapping circles 
works well with the subtle contrast of colours, 
resulting in the simple outline of a carer being 
presented clearly. If I was to redesign a similar 
logo, I would include the circle design but in a 
different formation, such as aligning the circles 
in a horizontal fashion, with the campaign 
colours for each circle. I would include the 
#123GP title below the horizontal alignment, 
including the campaign’s tag-line/slogan 
below.



Motion graphic research

This was the first infographic I found related to mental health it was made as part of 
a university project at Swinburne University, and in my opinion was the highest qual-
ity motion graphic I discovered. The graphics are all relevant, aesthetically pleas-
ing and clear to understand. The infographic is factual based including a range of 
statistics, which I hope we will be emulating in our motion graphic. The inclusion of 
short sharp facts works well with the pace and sound of the video. However, I be-
lieve if we were to emulate our infographic like this one, I would slow it down so the 
information on screen can be read with ease, we would be using a smaller amount 
of information with the main focus of the motion graphic being to target the attention 
of the board. In doing this, we need to design the motions coherently and relevant 
to the members on the board in which the motion graphic targets.

Other parts of the motion graphic including the image above use intelligent and 
smooth motions, such as using rectangle shapes to knock each other over in a 
domino fashion, with the first rectangle transforming each objects colour from 
white to red in a chain reaction to represent the devastating effects a suicide has 
on people, with a catalyst which spreads over a number of people, emulating the 
domino effect. The transitions from each piece of information throughout is very 
slick, with the use of shapes and movements relevant to what they are portraying.

The graphic as seen above shows a hand as it moves across the screen from 
left to right to replicate the action of reaching out, I thought this motion was fan-
tastically created and such a simple idea could end up saving someone’s life. 
At the end of our motion graphic we will be using a similar motion, as ours will
be a call to action motion which will include links to the campaigns 
social media pages, websites and the link to the petition to help 
boost the amount of supporters in favour of #123GP.



This motion graphic was made from The Lancet, based on mental health and 
substance use disorders based on the findings of the Global Burden of Disease Study 
2010. I preferred this motion graphic to the first piece due to the information being 
displayed was shown in a slower fashion and in more of a flowing manner compared to 
the fast-paced information and motions from the first video. I like the idea of coinciding 
numbers with stickmen/illustrated persons, such as above which uses the amount 
of people illustrated by the use of stickmen, which for the viewer is easily readable 
whilst also boasting an aesthetically pleasing finish. I believe this motion graphic 
includes many features and aspects we can replicate and use for inspiration in our own 
campaign graphic, such as the pace, timing and design aspects for figures, and how 
we can present these through our own infographic for #123GP.

Other design aspects from the motion graphic made by The Lancet we can take 
inspiration from is the fluidity and high-quality transitions showcased throughout, the 
graphics followed a journey through each piece of information using text, shapes and 
illustrations to form a smooth and fluent theme. The motion graphic uses different 
transparency for the transitions through the use of shapes as seen above behind the 
text and illustrations to create a subtle background for what Is being presented as well 
as creating a base for the transitions to continue to the next piece of information. In our 
project creating a fluent experience for the viewers should be a priority of ours, we are 
targeting our motion graphic to around 1-2 minutes long, meaning it is paramount that the 
graphic will be clear, concise and informative throughout.



The Lancet motion graphic uses graphs such as the pie chart above which 
transitions from a single line, made using a clipping mask which evolves the straight 
line to the pie chart seen, in a movement which lasts around a second, these forms 
of transitions happen quickly meaning it would be hard for the viewer to become 
tedious due to the fast paced theme the creators have delivered. In our motion 
graphic each piece of information should be no longer than 5-10 seconds maximum 
to make sure the viewers don’t find it tedious/boring. However with our target 
audience being The Health And Social Board our approach to how we present the 
information must follow a clear and concise script which main focus is to inform, 
persuade and gain support to increase the mental health budget within Northern 
Ireland.

The other motion graphic I discovered during my research was this piece from 
Sarah Stimpson on rural mental health. This video was around a minute long, 
presented more like a slideshow of animations, the design was minimal yet had a 
sleek and smooth feel to it. The basic use of fonts and simple shapes works well 
with the information being presented to the viewer. The aspects I’d use from this in 
ours would be the basic colour schemes, using 2D shapes and fonts which match 
the overall aesthetics of the infographic.



Another design aspect which I was attracted to was the simplicity of information 
being presented to the viewers. With too many animations and motions, an 
infographic can lose its purpose in it’s aesthetics, however with this graphic, small 
amounts of text between animations means viewers can read and understand what 
is being said without becoming distracted easily. I believe with our project finding 
the balance between information and visuals will be very important, especially with 
a niche target audience in which the purpose of the graphic is to inform, educate 
and ultimately change the minds/decisions the board has.

Production Schedule



1st Draft 
Design 
Deck

For our first design Deck, each group member created 3 potential logos 
each, incorporating each logo over different designs including bus stops and 
campaign t-shirts. Each deck also included storyboards for the motion graphic 
and interviews.



Feedback
After drafting my first Design Deck it was presented to Adrian Hickey and Claire Munroe in 
class, each group member gained feedback on each deck. We decided my lightbulb logo 
was the strongest of my 3 concepts, and it was to be put forward for my final Design Deck 
logo.  Other feedback I gained was to expand my logo onto more clothing other than just 
t-shirts, and to also include a campaign banner, a pop-up poster and a billboard.

Throughout the motion graphic storyboard changes I was asked to make included 
changing the logo on each sequence to my lightbulb logo, changing the colour of the 
Northern Ireland map from green to white so the statistics being displayed can be easily 
readable. For the interview storyboards, including a title caption for each interviewee was 
discussed and how the colour scheme could be changed to suit the new design. Concept 2 - lightbulb

this is my second logo 
concept, a lightbulb 
radiating ther colours from 
the previous campaign 
logo alonjg with the pink 
shade of text to coincide 
with previous #123GP 
posters and colour 
schemes.

Concept 1 - Brain cogs
This is my first logo 
concept, a side pro- file of 
a person displaying many 
different sizes og gear cogs 
to represent the work- ings 
of a brain. I coloured the 
cogs dif- ferently to match 
previous concepts and 
shaped them to emulate 
a brain. I includ- ed the 
campaign name below just 
above the neck.



Concept 3 - tree
This is my third logo concept, a tree with coloured leaves to match the 
cam- paign and mental health colours. I made the tree shape emulate 
that of a brain to relate back to the campaigns focus - mental health.

T-Shirt mock up 
designs of each 
logo concept



Digital 
mock-ups of 
promotional 
bus-stop sign 
for each logo 
concept

The following are hand-drawn storyboards for the campaigns motion graphic 
and interview video





Interview video storyboard sheets



Pitch
Document

This is my final logo concept for the #123GP campaign. The 
concept is a lightbulb, radiating light in the colours of the previous 
logo. The gear cogs present in the logo also represent the previous 
colour scheme used before. The campaign name and slogan are 
also included beneath the logo.



T-shirt mock-ups Hat mock-ups



Potential badge design with logo

Bus-stop promtional poster design 

Glider bus with #123GP campaign name and logo sponsoring

Banner and signs with #123GP campaign name and logo sponsoring



Digital storyboards for motion graphic 



Digital storyboards for interview video





Feedback from Pitch meeting in UUB 
with Sara
On Thursday 15th November, myself Matthew and Sorcha 
met with our client Sara Boyce along with Claire Munroe in the 
University of Ulster Belfast campus. This meeting was organised, 
so we could each pitch our design ideas to Sara and discuss 
which parts from each deck she wanted to use for the final 
project. We each presented separately, then put all 3 out on the 
table to discuss strengths and weaknesses. 
We first looked at the logo concepts, Sara said that my logo 
containing gear cogs was too common with mental health 
organisations but said she liked the title font and colour. She 
said Sorcha’s logo was aesthetically pleasing and would like 
if the wheels could spin to emulate the original logo. Sara said 
Matthews logo was too gambling orientated but loved the idea 
and layout of the circles. We then decided that with my title, 
Matthews layout and Sorcha’s colours, we would develop the final 
logo/rebranding of #123GP. 

We also discussed the digital mock-ups we designed, Sara asked 
us to re-design the t-shirt but in black and white t-shirts and also 
develop high visibility vests in green and pink colours. A pop-up 
sign and full billboard was also discussed to put the new logo 
concept into.
 

Final
 Design 

Deck
This next few pages is our final design deck to show our client the digital mock-
ups and storyboards for the motion graphic and interview video.



Final logo design, design aspects taken from each of our own logos bring together the finished 
piece. Setting a vibrant, eye-catching and clear theme.

T-Shirt mock-up designs with new logo, with the option of a white or black t-shirt.



Potential campaign capped hats with logo in black and white

Potential campaign winter hats with logo in black and white

Campaign bus shelter advertisment mock-up that i designed.



Digital mock-up for city billboard i created on Adobe Illustrator Potential campaign pink high-visibility vests



Campaign posters and sign mock-ups for rally/meet-up

Digital mock-up for potential campaign pop-up sign



This is the final digital storyboard for the campaign’s motion grpahic



Final digital storyboards for interview video





Motion 
Graphic

The next pages are a collection of screengrabs from my motion graphic 
development, explainging design aspects, effects and motions Above is the opening title sequence to the campaigns motion graphic. I designed it with a 

simplistic approach, in the attempt to create a clear and concise yet aesthetically pleasing 
theme. With the purpose of the motion graphic being to raise awareness about the campaign 
and to target the Health and Social Care Board, I thought using a white background throughout 
would mean processing what is being shown would be easier for the viewer to understand. The 
motion graphic begins with the logo coming together as separate parts forming the original 
across a time of 5 seconds. The 3 numbered circles enter the screen through an opacity 
change with both the blue (1) and pink (3) circles transitioning from each side of the screen 
to form the original design. Whilst the circles form, the ‘#123GP’ title also transitions through a 
change of opacity. Finally, the campaigns tagline enters the sequence through the typewriter 
effect which concludes the opening sequence.



Above displays how the title sequence concludes, replicating the design of the original logo. This sequence was designed to display how counselling can be an effective, low cost 
treatment option for many mental health issues. I used the simple concept of 2 people talking 
using speech bubbles. However these speech bubbles are animated so they bounce once 
they appear on screen to imitate the speech from someone. I include 3 speech bubbles 
throughout this short sequence.



This shows how the bubbles bounce as the conversation progresses. Notice also how the 
persons head has risen as the sequence goes on, emulating how counselling can help 
someone suffering from mental health issues.

For this part of the sequence I used a simplistic motion using the outline of a head, 
using the fact – 86% of people who received counselling said it helped them, I thought 
using gear cogs to represent the % in the head would work well, with gear cogs being 
connotated with mental health, it would work well, along with the campaign colours to 
deliver this fact and part of the motion graphic. Each gear cog rotates as the text enters 
with the typewriter effect.



For this sequence I wanted to create a moving envelope which opens to reveal the survey 
results from a questionnaire the campaign conducted a while back. I began by designing 
the front of the envelope on Adobe Photoshop (as seen above), after this I created the 
back where the survey results will be revealed. The envelope entered the screen from the 
bottom, expanding in size before flipping slowly on the ‘y’ axis to reveal the back of the 
envelope, which can be seen in the next motion.

This the motion showing the information about the survey. I designed it so the envelop 
would open and the sheet would appear from it. I also designed the page on Adobe 
Photoshop including the campaigns logo we designed. This sequence concludes with the 
envelope closing itself and disappearing from screen.



For this part of the motion graphic the statement of – The budget for mental health services 
is completely inadequate, if 100% of the population in Northern Ireland needed access 
to mental health counselling, it would equate to only £2.29 per person, the same price as 
this ice cream. I created the ice cream on Adobe Photoshop and began to animate the 
sequence using typewriter for the text.

As the motion progresses, the ice cream begins to melt and form a puddle at the bottom 
of the cone, I done this by changing key frames in the position, opacity and scale options 
in Adobe Aftereffects.



Above shows the sequence for the next part of information – ‘Approximately 4 out of 10 
patients who make appointments with their GPs do so because they are worried about 
their mental health’. The text can be seen to dissolve from left to right to reveal the fact. 
Each shape rises up with a delay of 0.25 seconds to create a rising staircase motion, which 
I thought worked well to begin this part of the motion. I used the concept of the domino 
effect from my research for this sequence as the idea of dominoes falling can replicate the 
devastating effects of mental ill health and how it can increase not only with one person but 
effecting multiple people. 

 Above shows the concluding sequence, with each shape falling onto each other.



This sequence was made to show how the mental health budget In Northern Ireland at 
5.2% is the lowest of the four jurisdictions, and lower than the global average of 7%. I 
began the sequence through a map of the United Kingdom and Ireland entering the 
screen via a change of values on the ‘x’ axis in a fast-paced motion to display the full 
United Kingdom in a time frame of 1.5 seconds.

Once the map settled, I also changed the values on the ‘y’ axis to create the tilted theme so 
the pin points for each jurisdiction would stand out and replicate a real pin on a map. Whilst 
the map changes on the ‘y’ axis, I used the typewriter effect for the entrance of information 
related to the graphic. I included the other % figures from each jurisdiction to really hit home 
just how low the budget is in Northern Ireland compared to the rest of the United Kingdom. 



Interviews
The next page displays photos of the interview set-up and myself and my 
group mid-shooting

Interview set-up from interviewee angle at the top and 
my angle during the interview



Interview set-up and action shot from the second day of shooting 
at the New Life City Church


